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Chapter 31 - Troll Shaman Woggins 

  

Closed the call, Lu Yang leaned against a big tree to rest, and waited until the sun rose before rising from 

the ground. 

 

The forest in the morning seemed vibrant, and the sun shined through the leaves on the forest floor. 

You can clearly see that the deer has been eating dewy tender leaves not far away, and there are two 

squirrels watching around the tree. . 

 

At first glance, the forest of trolls is peaceful, but Lu Yang is afraid to carelessly. The trolls have a very 

good vision during the day, and the levels of Lu Yang and the trolls are so different that they can be 

easily found by the trolls. 

 

As he was about to walk into the forest, suddenly, a green figure jumped down from the tree 30 yards in 

front of the nearest tree to Lu Yang. 

 

The green skin, strong body, red hair and sharp spear in his hand are exactly the forest trolls. 

 

Lu Yang could not help but stunned his tongue, secretly: Fortunately, he did not enter the troll forest at 

night, otherwise the forest troll in front of him will be given seconds. 

 

Watching the forest troll turn and prepare to enter the forest, Lu Yang raised the arsonist’s staff and 

chanted a spell against the back of the troll. 0.7 seconds later, Pyroblast formed on the top of the staff. 

 

Lu Yang’s staff pointed at the troll. Pyroblast was like a cannonball, pulling the long tail of fire toward the 

back of the troll. 

 

“Oh ~!” 

 



A puppet was beaten by the troll, and a blood-thirsty growl was issued in his mouth. He turned his head 

and stared at the landing sun like a wolf, raised the spear in his hand, remained in place, and 

straightened his arm, then threw it vigorously. 

 

“Hoo ~!” 

 

The sound of breaking air sounded, and the spear flew in front of Lu Yang. 

 

If you are an ordinary player, you can’t escape the spear thrown by the troll, because the opponent 

throws the spear very quickly, and the spear’s trajectory is very flat. As long as the spear is thrown, it 

takes less than 1 second. Can hit the player through a distance of 30 yards. 

 

The spear thrown by the forest troll is very high in damage, and almost every hit can kill the player’s 

blood of about 200 points. Even if the player reaches level 15, other professions except shield battle and 

anti-riding can’t be carried at all. 

 

When a large number of players entered the troll forest in the last life, many mages and hunters and 

other players thought that they did not wait for the warriors to open their monsters and attacked first. 

As a result, the spear thrown by the troll’s back shot hit and spiked, showing how strong the troll is. 

 

However, the troll throwing speed of the troll is no longer effective for Lu Yang, because the first thing 

any high-end wizard learns in PK is how to avoid the archer ’s bow and arrows. In the past, Lu Yang did 

not know how many tens of thousands of PK battles he played In free mode, he can escape even the 

archer’s bow and arrows, not to mention the spear of the forest troll. 

 

A simple sideways turn, Lu Yang avoided the spear, the spell in her mouth reappeared, and another 

Pyroblast hit from the tip of the staff, and a tantrum hit the troll’s head. 

 

“284” (Critical Strike) 

 

The troll was taken back one step, and at the same time the troll’s throwing action was interrupted, the 

troll could only make a new move, but when he threw a spear, Lu Yang’s third blast also hit. Yang Xiang 

hides to the right, and while he dodged the troll attack, he caused damage to the troll. 

 



In this way, Lu Yang attacked with Pyroblast while using his previous life’s superb PK technology to avoid 

the troll’s spear. In less than 30 seconds, he killed a troll on the ground. 

 

System prompt: You have gained 321 experience 

 

Lu Yang watched around with vigilance, confirming that there was no second troll before he came to the 

troll’s body. After picking up a dropped whiteboard outfit, Lu Yang went into the forest. 

 

The map of the troll forest is very large, and there are also many trolls in it. Lu Yang searched for more 

than an hour according to the memory of his last life. After killing dozens of trolls, he found the trolls in 

the deepest part of the troll forest. Camp. 

 

System prompt: You found Troll camp 

 

This is a wooden campsite. The fence of the campsite is made of pure wood, about one meter and five 

meters high. There are more than thirty buildings in the campsite, and there are about ten trolls beside 

each building. 

 

Lu anode looked far away, and the deepest part of the camp was backed by a valley. He remembered 

that there was the old nest of Woggins. 

 

“I finally found you,” Lu Yang said. 

 

After killing the two trolls at the door, Lu Yang marched all the way. While trying to avoid the trolls as far 

as possible, Lu Yang came to the position of the valley and hid in the grass to look inside. After no other 

trolls were found, Lu Yang ran quickly into the valley. 

 

The entrance to the valley looks small, but the inside is very wide. Volkins has supreme authority as the 

high priest of this troll tribe, so he lives alone in this place. 

 

Less than 20 meters forward, Lu Yang saw a huge wooden circular room painted with red paint. On one 

side of the room, Lu Yang found Wokings. 

 



This is a troll smeared with red dye all over the body, which is bigger than a normal troll. At this 

moment, he is standing in a circular pit full of symbols and praying to heaven, but, according to common 

sense, The troll worships witchcraft, but the troll in front of him exudes a raging atmosphere of fire. 

 

According to the data collected by Lu Yang’s last life, the reason why this troll can possess the elemental 

fire is because he has the debris that fell on the mainland when the heart of the demon **** died. This 

thing is used by Lu Yang to upgrade the heart of the demon god. One of the materials. 

 

Thinking of the power of upgrading the Devil’s Heart in his last life, Lu Yang couldn’t help it anymore. A 

lunge came to a position 30 yards from Woggins ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Raised the wand in his hand, a 

blast attack On Woggins’s body. 

 

“Oh ~!” 

 

“84” 

 

Working with the Demon Shard, Volkins has a high fire resistance. 

 

“Hello ~” 

 

Workings is greedily enjoying the power brought by the fire element. Suddenly being attacked, Workings 

turns his head against Lu Yang in anger. 

 

“Damn man, how dare you run to my place, I will purify you with flames.” 

 

System prompt: Volkins uses fireball against you 

 

After 2 seconds, Volkins’s fireball formation took place in the hand, but, in these 2 seconds, Lu Yang had 

jumped to the back of a big tree. 

 

The spell that Volkins had originally aimed at Lu Yang instantly lost his target and could only attack the 

big tree. 



 

“Boom ~” 

 

The fireball hit a big tree in front of Lu Yang, and the tree fell in response. 

 

“This is the power of the flames, **** humans, you can’t run away.” Volkins didn’t feel embarrassed 

because he didn’t hit Lu Yang, but there was a cat-and-mouse feeling. 

 

However, Lu Yang sneered, and put a five-layer burning skill on Wokings with a spell in his mouth, 

increasing the spell damage by 75 points, and then hitting Wickins’ body again with a blast. 

 

Volkins was stunned, and the spell being released was destroyed. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 32 - Master operation 

  

In the rule making of “Second World”, the mage is attacked during the casting process, which will 

prolong the condensing time of magic energy, that is, prolong the casting speed. 

 

In previous life, Lu Yang has personally tested that every time the mage is attacked during the casting 

process, the casting time is extended by 1 second and up to 3 times. If it is an elite monster, the casting 

time is reduced by half. 

 

Lu Yang dare to single out the elite monster troll shaman at level 15 when he was at level 7, because he 

saw that the troll shaman can only attack long-range magic, and he doesn’t know the reason for melee. 

 

Seeing Volkins re-condensing the flames, Lu Yang stood in place and chanted a spell. At a speed of 0.7 

seconds per round, he played 4 pyrotechnics in succession, and the playing Volgins could not condense 

the fire element. 



 

After 3.5 seconds, the fireball in Volkins’ hands took shape. Although the speed of fireball in the air is 

less than 0.5 seconds, it is difficult for ordinary people to avoid, but Lu Yang took a look at Vokins’s spell. 

Gestures, when Woggins raised his hand, Lu Yang could not make a lateral shift, easily escaped the 

fireball from the roar. 

 

Unlike the player’s fireball, the troll shaman’s fireball damage is as high as 370 points, and Lu Yang’s 

blood is less than 100 points. As long as he is hit, he will be killed. 

 

However, Lu Yang, who has 10 years of experience as a 200-level master in his last life, how could he be 

hit by the troll shaman’s spell. Killing the troll shaman by his means is just like playing. 

 

After playing for 2 minutes in a row, the blood of the troll shaman was destroyed by one tenth, and at 

this time, Lu Yang’s blue had 300 points left, and once again escaped the troll shaman’s fireball. Lu Yang 

took a bottle of instant magic recovery potion from his backpack. 

 

Instant Magic Recovery Potion (Small) 

 

Effect: Restore 500 magic 

 

Cooling time: 2 minutes 

 

This potion was left by Lu Yang when he killed the golden drake, but the amount of potion is not large. 

Counting the drop of half-orc warrior, 6 bottles of instant blood recovery medicine and 10 bottles of 

magic recovery medicine instantly. 

 

Lu Yang hadn’t used it before, just stayed here. After drinking, Lu Yang’s magic recovered to 805/850 

points, and he continued to confront the troll shaman. 

 

Twenty minutes later, the troll shaman had less than a tenth of his health. 

 

“Humble bug, you excited me, you have to pay for it.” Troll shaman’s green skin suddenly turned red, 

and his body seemed to burn. 



 

System prompt: Troll shaman enters bloodthirsty state 

 

Bloodthirsty is a talent spell of the troll family. After turning on bloodthirsty, it is immune to all control 

skills, and its casting and attack speed are increased by 50%. 

 

Lu Yang calculated this situation before he came, so he didn’t have any fear at all. Just now when he was 

fighting against Wokings, Lu Yang gradually moved towards the red round house next to Wokings. 

 

Seeing that he was only two meters away from the house at this time, in the face of Wokings, he 

released one fireball technique in one second. Lu Yang showed the true nature of his life’s top fire 

method. He walked in an ordinary courtroom and easily avoided the fireball fired by the opponent , 

While walking to the side of the house, then a dodge to avoid the side of the round house. 

 

Volkins lost his vision and couldn’t use magic. He roared and chased after the landing, but just saw Lu 

Yang, but didn’t wait for him to cast. Lu Yang, who had been waiting for a long time, had just had a shot 

of Pyroblast. 

 

As if Woggins slammed into Pyroblast himself, with a snoring sound, Woggins was hit in the head. 

 

“244” (Critical Strike) 

 

Wokings had less blood and was cast immediately under anger, but did not wait for release. Lu Yang ran 

around the round house quickly. When Wokings was about to release fireball, 1 second later, Lu Yang It 

had long been around an invisible place 2 meters away, and Volkins’ fireball could only passively hit the 

wall of the house. 

 

With a bang, the wooden walls of the house burned. 

 

Volkins continued to look for Lu Yang’s vision, but Lu Yang escaped around the round house, and Volkins 

couldn’t hit Lu Yang at all. On the contrary, whenever Volkins cast his spell and went to chase Lu Yang, 

Volkins All would be hit by Lu Yang’s Pyroblast technique hiding on the side of the round house. 

 



In this way, after Lu Yang took Woggins around the house for more than 20 laps, Woggins had only 200 

points of blood left. At this time, as long as Lu Yang released two more Pyroblasts, he could kill Woking. 

However, at this time, Volkins did not continue to chase Lu Yang, but stayed in place, muttering to 

himself in his mouth. 

 

Lu Yang was hiding at the side of the round house and waiting, but Pyroblast was missed twice and 

Watkins still didn’t follow him. Just when Lu Yang was curious, Lu Yang suddenly felt a fiery element of 

fire. 

 

“Lord of the Great Fire, please accept the faith of your humblest servant, and ask you to grant me to 

burn all fire …” 

 

This spell Lu Yang was no longer familiar with in his last life. This is the second forbidden spell used after 

the upgrade of the heart of the demon God-Meteor Fall. 

 

The chanting time of the spell is 10 seconds, and then a huge fire meteor falls from the sky, causing 

great damage to the enemies within 10 * 10 range. 

 

Leaving aside the damage of the meteor, let alone the strength of more than 300 injuries of the troll 

Shaman Watkins, such a fire meteor will undoubtedly smash Lu Yang. 

 

Another Woggins is in a state of bloodthirsty, and the chanting time of the spell can be released in 5 

seconds. At this time, 2 seconds have passed. When thinking of this, Lu Yang can no longer care about 

others ~ Desperately running towards Woggins. 

 

By the time he arrived in front of Woggins, more than 1 second had passed, and less than 2 seconds 

were left at this time. The dark clouds in the sky had begun to condense and glow red. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the smirking Woggins, without any panic in his heart, immediately condensed the fire 

element in his hand, just when the dark clouds in the sky appeared a gap, and when the meteor was 

about to appear, Lu Yang hit a blast. Woggins’s head. 

 

“238” (Critical Strike) 

 



The spell in Watkins’s mouth came to an abrupt end, with an unbelievable and unwilling look on his 

face, and he fell straight to the ground. 

 

System prompt: You killed Troll Shaman Woggins 

 

You have gained 5482 experience points (among which 2741 points are the bonus experience) 

 

Increased your level by 1 

 

Lu Yang was about to upgrade. I did not expect that the experience given by Woggins would directly 

increase his level to 8. However, these were not the main ones. Lu Yang ran excitedly to the body of 

Woggins. Looking at a red crimson mark falling from the ground, he held it up with both hands. 

 

System prompt: you get a strange mark 

 

This is one of the upgrade materials of the demon heart-the demon mark, which is a piece of energy 

that has fallen to the ground after the defeat of the devil in ancient times. Although it is the piece with 

the lowest energy, it is also a super item that can trigger a second forbidden spell. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 33 - Improved spell 

  

Lu Yang couldn’t help but clenched his fists. Among the 3 upgrade items of Demon Heart from Level 0 to 

Level 1, the Mark of the Demon God is the most difficult to obtain. Now as long as you get another 2 

items, the Demon Heart can rise to Level 1. 

 

How powerful the Demon Heart that has been upgraded is only Lu Yang knows, the attribute is 

increased by 10 times, and he can also learn the Meteor Fall. 

 



Carefully put the mark of the demon in the backpack, Lu Yang looked at other items on the ground. 

 

The troll shaman exploded items not only have the mark of the demon **** but also a skill book, a piece 

of equipment and some instant healing potions. 

 

Lu Yang picked up the skill book and looked at it. 

 

System prompt: You got the skill book “Light Flame” 

 

“It’s actually this skill book.” Lu Yang said. 

 

If you want to discuss which of the junior skill books is the most embarrassing, the first time a mage 

player thinks of is this “Light Flame”. This skill book looks very arrogant, but it is actually a 3 yard 

distance shot forward. Fire, inflicting 64 damage. 

 

The awkward part of this spell is that he is a single attack but can attack 3 yards forward, and he is a 

group spell, but only 3 yards away. If it is a team fight, the light flames are not used. Space, there are 

soldiers in front of it, is the mage going to the soldiers and then released? 

 

Therefore, after going through the initial shortage, this “group” spell was sold for less than 10 copper 

coins. 

 

However, later, as a large number of players learned to simplify the spell, they understood the use of 

the spell in their research and began to improve some of the spells, including the flame of light. 

 

Some fire players research found that the light energy flame can store up to 10 seconds, and then spray 

a strong flame with a length of 15 yards and a width of 3 yards in front of it. 

 

The damage of this kind of flame is 4 times that of the light energy flame normally released. Although it 

still cannot be used as the normal output, at some specific moments, the light energy flame after the 

charging can often play an unexpected role. effect. 

 



Learning from the light energy flame, an icon with a flame like a jet is added to Lu Yang’s skill bar. 

 

Take a look at the equipment on the ground, this is a 10-level soldier armor, silver-level can sell a lot of 

money. 

 

Putting the equipment in a backpack, Lu Yang picked up the instant recovery medicine on the ground, 

including 3 bottles of blood back and 2 bottles of blue back. 

 

Looking around again, after no other things were found, Lu Yang took out the city roll and prepared to 

return to the city. At this moment, a sharp shout came from the troll shaman’s house. 

 

“Help, help, I’m going to be burned to death by fire, who will help me?” 

 

Lu Yang was shocked. This is the language of the Goblin family. Although Lu Yang is a human who has 

not yet learned the Goblin language, Lu Yang has been playing for 10 years in his life. The language of 

the Goblin family can not be written, and there is no problem in normal communication. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Woggins’s house. During the fight between the two men just now, Woggins’ fireball 

hit the wall of the house many times. At this time, the house was already in flames. 

 

“Strange, why is there a goblin here?” Lu Yang muttered to himself. 

 

When Lu Yang came in last life, he was already over 100 levels. At that time, there was only such a boss. 

However, since it was a goblin, Lu Yang decided to rescue him. 

 

In the racial setting of Second World, goblins are a symbol of greed. They claim to be the prince of trade 

and trade around the world. 

 

If the player can become friends with the goblin, the goblin will teach the player to learn engineering, 

and the advanced goblin will issue special tasks, and players who complete the task will get extremely 

high rewards. 

 



In the last life, the third largest union of the national service, Blue Blood Sky, can have such a status 

because their boss has won the friendship of a Goblin Prince. . 

 

However, it is very difficult to become a friend with the goblin. The goblin always thinks that others look 

down on him, and the words hanging on their lips are always: people here look down on me. 

 

Goblin also always likes to play tricks on others. In the last life, some players gave the goblin a gold coin 

as a gift in order to become friends with the goblin. 

 

The goblin accepted the gift with great joy, and immediately gave him back a gift, but when he opened 

it, it was a *, which killed him directly. 

 

I lost a tenth of my experience, and the equipment and the items in my backpack exploded. 

 

In his last life, Lu Yang always wanted to obtain the friendship of goblins, but he still couldn’t find the 

way. Now that there is such a good opportunity, how can he miss it. 

 

Quickly ran into Woggins’s house. Just entering the door, Lu Yang saw a goblin tied to a wooden post in 

the center of the hall. 

 

The goblin is only about one meter high, naked, with green skin all over it. Look at the appearance of 

this goblin as a young man. 

 

At this time the Goblin also saw Lu Yang. 

 

“Oh sir, I ask you to save me. If you save me, I will give you a gold coin.” Tears shed in the goblin’s big 

eyes. 

 

“You don’t need the money. Saving you is just a hand.” Lu Yang quickly walked to the goblin and began 

to help him untie the rope. 

 



However, the rope is very thick, and it was tightened by Wokings. Lu Yang used a lot of strength to pull it 

a little ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Oh sir, time is money Already. Shouted the Goblin in horror. 

 

At this point the house had burned to the roof, and the dazzling fire and black flames filled the goblins 

with fear. 

 

Lu Yang also wanted to be quick. At this time, he had to sigh. If he played soldiers, it would be good. At 

least the soldiers are strong, and the rope would be untied when pulled. 

 

Suddenly Lu Yang thought of a thing. A soldier can pull the rope with his strength. Why can’t he destroy 

the rope with fire? 

 

With Pyroblast in his mouth, Lu Yang hit the rope according to the rope. 

 

“Oh ~!” 

 

The rope was smashed by the bursting flame, and at this time the wooden beams supporting the house 

over the head were severely smashed down. The goblin was frightened and did not respond at all. When 

he saw that he was about to be killed, Lu Yang pushed hard. Pushed the goblin out of the danger zone, 

then rolled over oneself to avoid the beams that hit the ground. 

 

“Don’t stand stupid, run away, the house is going to collapse when the beams are gone.” Lu Yang stood 

up and grabbed the goblin and ran towards the gate quickly. 

 

The goblin’s legs were frightened, and he reacted when he heard what Lu Yang said, and ran out with 

him. 

 

As soon as the two arrived at the gate, the entire roof lost support, and the fire burned them down 

completely. 

 

“Boom ~”, the house collapsed. 

 



Chapter 34 - Future Goblin King Bissell 

  

“Huh, I almost died.” Lu Yang was also shocked with cold sweat. According to the injuries he suffered 

after the house fell, he would definitely die. 

 

The goblin next to me was also scared for a while, but the goblin quickly organized his instruments and 

bowed very gracefully to Lu Yang, saying, “Sir, goblin Bissell thank you for your life-saving grace, please 

accept me 1 Thanks for the gold coins. “ 

 

Lu Yang’s eyes brightened sharply, Bissell? He was too familiar with this name. After the third year of the 

game, the goblins established a nation, and the name of the first king after the founding of the nation 

was called Bissell. 

 

Lu Yang couldn’t help but look at this young goblin. Although his face was smoky and tanned, it can be 

seen that the Bissell King. 

 

He did not expect that his luck was so good that he saved the future king of the goblin family. 

 

“I don’t want your gold coins, it’s just a hand to save you.” Lu Yang said, compared to the future king 

friendship, a gold coin is nothing. 

 

The goblin’s big eyes showed a surprised look, and said, “I have given too few gold coins. This is my fault. 

I am willing to pay 5 gold coins.” 

 

Don’t look at the goblin who doesn’t have any gold coins, but as long as Lu Yang agrees, it won’t take 5 

minutes for a letter from the venture capital company to be sent to Lu Yang’s mailbox. After opening, 

there are 5 gold coins. 

 

Lu Yang still shook his head and said, “No, I said it. Saving you is just a hand.” 

 

Bissell’s eyes became awkward, and he was annoyed and said, “Greedy humans, at most, I will give you 

up to 10 gold coins. If you do not agree, I will not give you a copper coin.” 

 



What is the concept of 10 gold coins, even after another month, 10 gold coins can easily purchase a set 

of 10 silver suits. 

 

If it is an ordinary player, seeing Bissell’s angry look, he must think that Bissell is telling the truth, but Lu 

Yang does not believe this. 

 

“Goblin, you are insulting my personality. I said that I save you only by hand. I don’t want your gold 

coins.” Lu Yang said firmly. 

 

Bissell froze. In his memory, aren’t humans all greedy and like to take advantage of small ones, can’t 

they give money to let them die for you, why is this person in front of them different? 

 

Lu Yang’s anger is still going on, “My purpose here is to kill the troll Shaman Woggins. You are optimistic. 

Woggins’s body is there. It ’s just a coincidence when you meet. You actually want to use Money comes 

to buy me, and you make me sick. “ 

 

Bissell looked in the direction of his landing finger, and the troll Shaman Woggins was lying on the 

ground, the boss with his mouth open, his face full of unwillingness. 

 

“Woggins is dead.” Bissell carefully approached Woggins’s body and confirmed again, exclaiming 

excitedly. 

 

Lu Yang ignored Bissell and turned angrily and walked towards the troll camp. 

 

In fact, Lu Yang is also really angry. In 2040, when artificial intelligence is highly developed, although 

Bissell is a virtual character in the game, he also has his personality like a real person. 

 

Lu Yang’s personality is a bit like a fiery fire, just right, he likes to associate with people who are moral, 

and the most annoying is those who like to buy everything with money. 

 

He already has a demon heart, and Bissell’s importance is not so great. If Bissell is really such a villain, 

even if it is a virtual character, Lu Yang is not willing to be friends with him. 

 



Bissell was happy, saw Lu Yang leaving, and quickly ran after Lu Yang, saying excitedly, “Sir, please wait 

for me.” 

 

“What’s the matter?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

This time, Bisser seriously gave Lu Yang a 90 ° bow and kept this posture. 

 

“Sir, please forgive Bissell for being rude. If you do n’t want to accept my gold, I ask you to accept my 

friendship. If you do n’t mind, Goblin Bissell is willing to be your friend.” Bissell seriously Said. 

 

Lu Yang took a long breath and said: This is the right thing. He doesn’t believe that a person with a bad 

character who thinks that money can buy everything can become the king of the goblins. 

 

King, what a man of character and character can be elected. 

 

“Human Lu Yang, willing to accept your friendship, I believe we will become good friends.” Lu Yang 

reached out his hands and raised Bissell. 

 

Bissell’s big eyes showed an excited expression and said happily, “Ah, that’s great. I finally have a human 

friend.” 

 

Lu Yang asked curiously, “Have you never seen a human before?” 

 

“I’ve seen it, I’ve seen it,” Bissell said helplessly. “But your human greed is not worse than ours, and you 

are the first person I have ever seen without money to see.” 

 

Lu Yang’s life was not an open-minded person, otherwise how could a poor boy gather a 5,000-member 

union and set up a fortress in the wild? 

 

He smiled and asked, “How did you come here?” 

 



“Don’t mention it.” Bissell was furious at the thought and pointed to Woggins’s body. “My caravan was 

attacked by this **** guy while walking through the half-orc hills. com ~ The rest of the caravan died, 

and I survived alone. I thought that Woggins wanted me to spend my life, but in fact, Woggins asked me 

to burn it as a sacrifice. . “ 

 

This is a custom of the trolls, and anyone who believes that it can be sacrificed to God will be burned to 

death with fire. 

 

“Maybe Volkins feels like you are a handsome goblin, and wants you to be a servant of their god.” Lu 

Yang said jokingly. 

 

Bissell smiled a bit shyly, like a child. Suddenly, a group of trolls passed by the entrance to the valley, and 

Bissell hurriedly hid behind Lu Yang. 

 

“Let’s go back first, this is not a place to stay long, be careful before other trolls come over.” Lu Yang 

said. 

 

Bissell nodded, looked around, and found his clothes and backpack not far from the collapsed house. 

 

After dressing well, Bissell ran to Lu Yang’s side and took out a metal round stick from his backpack. Lu 

Yang recognized this thing, called a security transmitter, and could send up to 5 players back to the 

designated at the same time. location. 

 

“This is a great masterpiece of our family. Ready, I will take you out of here.” Bissell pressed the button 

of the round stick, and after a while of electric light, Lu Yang and Bissell disappeared in place. 

 

On the other side, a flash of light flashed over the transfer point of the venture capital company camp in 

the trade zone on the west side of St. Gall, and Lu Yang and Bissell appeared. 

 

  

  

  

 



Chapter 35 - Goblin\'s Gift 

  

“Huh, it’s finally safe.” Bissell bent his hands and raised his knees, and said with a look of fear. 

 

At this time, an old goblin came from a distance with a team of goblins. The old goblin was shorter and 

only 90 cm in height. There were many wrinkles on the face, darker green skin, and deep eyes. The 

weather-beaten old man, but the expression of the old goblin was kind, as if he was chatting with the 

juniors behind him, and suddenly saw Bissell, the old goblin walked over in surprise. 

 

“Bissell, didn’t you go out with the goods, why did you come back alone?” The old goblin asked. 

 

Bissell saw the old goblin with a frustrated expression, walked to the old goblin, and said sorry: “Tassel 

uncle, my first business was a mess.” 

 

“Child, what’s going on?” Tasser asked. 

 

“My team was attacked by the troll Woggins in the Orc Hills. The goblins who followed me were all 

dead. I was almost killed by Woggins,” said Bissell. 

 

“What?” Tassel hurriedly examined Bissell’s body and asked, “Are you all right?” 

 

“I’m fine. The humans behind me rescued Bissell when I killed him so I can come back,” Bissell said. 

 

The old goblin calmly looked up at Lu Yang and said, “Sir, thank you for saving my nephew. Could you let 

me say a few words to my nephew?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Of course you can.” 

 

The old goblin nodded slightly and said, “Paisley, take this gentleman to see our camp.” 

 



“Good sir.” A young goblin stepped out of the team behind Tasser and came to Lu Yang and said, “Sir, 

please follow me.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at Bissell, Bissell nodded to Lu Yang and said, “Brother, wait for me, I will report the 

specific situation with Uncle, and then I will come to you.” 

 

“Okay, no problem.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Paisley came to Lu Yang and said cheerfully: “Sir, let me take a look at our goblin products, believe me, 

you will definitely like it.” 

 

“OK.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Goblin camps are closely connected to the market on the west side of St. Gall. Throughout the camp, 

there are many goblin merchants. However, these merchants sell ordinary items. 

 

Lu Yang had been here last time, and he didn’t find any good things. Just when he thought that Perris 

was going to take him to the market, Perris took Landing Yang to a building made of beige rocks on the 

right side of the center of the goblin camp Made of house door. 

 

The house doesn’t look very large. It covers an area of about 200 square meters. Lu Yang followed Perris 

into the room. In the room, he saw three middle-aged goblins wearing white robes standing beside the 

shelves and talking. 

 

“Sir, these three are the master alchemist Bois, the master tinker Gig, and the trader Anders.” Perris 

said. 

 

“Perris, why are there humans here?” Alchemist Bois asked with a frown. 

 

“Mr. Tassel asked me to bring him here,” Perris said respectfully. 

 

“Oh, since you are a Tassel guest, please feel free to visit our merchandise,” said trader Anders. 



 

Perris bowed and turned to Lu Yang and said, “Sir, please come with me, there is the shelf, although 

these boutiques we sell are provided directly to the nobles and kings of various countries. If you want to 

buy, we Can be sold to you. “ 

 

Lu Yang was interested. He had never encountered such a situation in his last life, not to mention the 

goods. Even Lu Yang could not enter this place. It is probably a secret place for system design. 

 

The so-called secret place is the reward of the “Second World” R & D company for completing certain 

specific tasks for players, but the methods for completing these special tasks are special and unique. 

Once they fail, the tasks will permanently disappear. 

 

He followed Perris to the container, and Lu Yang looked at the goods, but when he saw the goods, Lu 

Yang couldn’t help showing a surprised expression. 

 

“Engineering rocket boots, cobweb scrolls, sheep-changing scrolls, flashing dust scrolls, these things are 

actually sold here.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Cobwebs are the hunter’s control skills, shepherd’s surgery is the mage’s control skills, and flash dust is 

the thief’s control skills. These three skills are all players who are eligible to learn after the 15th level. It 

is unexpected that there are selling scrolls here. Although one of the five silver coins can only be used 

once, this thing can save lives at a critical moment. 

 

Unfortunately, although only 5 silver coins are needed, Lu Yang’s body does not have that much money. 

The previous equipment has been changed for materials and skill books. 

 

Just as Lu Yang continued to watch, he suddenly saw a scroll on the next container called-anti-drug 

formula. 

 

Lu Yang is really surprised this time. If anyone knows the true value of anti-drug formulations, there will 

be no second person except Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang clearly remembers that when a large number of players reached the 8th level and began to hit 

the 8th-12th level of the Serpent Valley, although they wore a silver-level suit produced by the 3rd level 



copy, they faced the monster poison in the 8th level copy. Attack, no matter how high the player’s 

defense, is not related to poison. 

 

The poisoned player sheds blood at a speed of 50 points of blood per second. Shield battle and anti-

riding are okay. Other output systems have less professional blood and some hang up in less than 3 

seconds. The priest has no time to add blood. 

 

Lu Yang really wants to buy, but when he sees that the purchase bar is gray, it means that the player’s 

reputation is not enough to buy. 

 

At this time, Lu Yang’s reputation with the Goblin family is still neutral. Although it is only 500 points 

away from friendliness, many players have a neutral reputation with Goblin all their lives, because the 

Goblin family rarely has the task of improving reputation. 

 

Just when Lu Yang was worried, the door was pushed open, Bissell walked in quickly, with an excited 

look on his face, and the old goblin Tassel who followed behind him looked at Lu Yang with kindness. 

 

“Hey! Brother, I told your uncle about you, and he recognized you too.” Bissell said excitedly. 

 

Lu Yang said, “I said it, but it ’s just a matter of raising your hands. Do n’t worry about it so much ~ 

www.mtlnovel.com ~ Tasser said:” Sir, your raising your hand has saved my future heir of the venture 

capital company and saved me A life, and your character is so noble, the gates of our goblins are willing 

to open for you at any time. “ 

 

System Tip: Your Reputation in Venture Capital Companies Is Friendly 

 

Your reputation in the Goblin race is friendly 

 

Bissell asked, “Brother, you saved my life. Is there anything I need to help you?” 

 

Lu Yang glanced over the formula and found that the anti-drug formula had turned white at this time, 

which was a purchasable item. The price next to it was 5 gold coins. 

 



“This formula is reserved for me. I have saved enough money to buy it from you in the past two days.” 

Lu Yang pointed to the anti-drug formula. 

 

Bissell glanced at the anti-drug formula and asked Perris to take it over. Bissell gave the formula to Lu 

Yang with both hands and said, “Brother, since you need this formula, I will give it to you. Now. “ 

 

Lu Yang said, “How can that be? I can’t ask for this recipe.” 

 

He has his own way of making money, not bad for these 5 gold coins. 

 

Bissang raised his head and looked firm at Lu Yang. “Brother, I gave you this gift just to tell you that our 

goblins are not only greedy, but also grateful.” 

 

Lu Yang thought about it and said, “Well then, I accept your gift, thank you.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 36 - Killing Trolls 

  

Taking over the scroll from Bissell, Lu Yang couldn’t calm down, he clearly remembered that hundreds of 

millions of players in his previous life were trapped in a situation that could not pass in front of the copy 

of the Serpent Valley. 

 

With the difficulty of the “Second World” copy, without Level 5 to 8 equipment, it is absolutely 

impossible to beat the strange in the Level 10 copy. 

 

When players in the region were anxious, suddenly, some players sold anti-toxic drugs at the auction 

house. Excited players rushed to buy them. A bottle of anti-toxic drug was artificially speculated by the 

players to the level of 5 silver coins. Even so, demand is still in short supply. 

 



“Brother, you gave me a great gift.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Bissell said indifferently: “It’s just a small gift. It’s nothing compared to my life.” 

 

Saitar said: “We not only want to give you a small gift, but also ask you to do us a favor.” 

 

“What’s busy?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Saitar didn’t say it, but slightly leaned over to Bissell. 

 

Bissell took out an appointment document from a goblin behind him and said to Lu Yang angrily: “Damn 

trolls dared to attack our venture capital company and wanted to kill me. I want them to pay the price. , 

I hope you can accept my commission and kill the **** trolls. “ 

 

Lu Yang took the commission document, which reads: 

 

Power of attorney for venture capital company 

 

Kill the trolls: Damn trolls dared to attack the caravans of venture capital companies. In order to teach 

them and to warn other races, the venture capital company commissioned Mr. Lu Yang to go to the troll 

camp and kill the remaining ones. All trolls are based on the bone chain worn on the troll’s neck. For 

every troll killed, the venture capital company is willing to pay 20 copper coins for Mr. Lu Yang as a 

reward. 

 

Lu Yang calculated that the troll camp refreshed about 100 all the trolls at one time, and he could get 

2,000 copper coins, that is, 20 silver coins, once he killed it. This was a pretty good business, and he 

could use this money. Money to buy materials for making anti-toxic drugs. 

 

“I accept this commission.” Lu Yang signed the power of attorney and returned it to Bissell. 

 

“It’s great, brother, I knew you would accept my commission.” Bissell said happily. 

 



Lu Yang looked at the time and found that he had been delayed in the goblin camp for some time. 

Somehow he thought of Liu Jie’s life in the past, and Lu Yang felt the urgency of time in his heart. 

 

“Brother, I’ll go to the troll camp, you wait for my good news.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Okay, the caravan doesn’t have a mission for the time being. If you come to me, go to the chamber of 

commerce on the east side of the camp. I’ll wait for you there,” said Bissell. 

 

Lu Yang nodded, bid farewell to Bissell, came to the river and made 200 crispy electric eel meat, then 

ran to the troll camp, aimed at a troll, Lu Yang read Pyroblast Mantra. 

 

The goblin refresh rate is once every 15 minutes, but this kind of strange is more difficult to fight. Every 

time Lu Yang attacks, he must carefully avoid the spear thrown by the opponent. As long as he fails to 

escape once, Lu Yang will be hit by the spear dead. 

 

In fact, the speed of this upgrade and the way to fight monsters is far inferior to the place that Lu Yang 

arranged for his younger brother Xiao Liang, and he has been commissioned by the goblin, and can be 

dragged to level 10 to do this task. 

 

At that time, Lu Yang’s equipment was complete, and a team came over, and everyone picked things up 

and divided equally, but other players could not get the troll bone chain without receiving a goblin 

power of attorney. Help him troll bone chain. 

 

However, Lu Yang did not do that. On the one hand, Lu Yang wanted to exercise his own operating skills, 

and on the other hand, Lu Yang did not want to miss any opportunity to accumulate advantages. 

 

Now the game currency and the real currency are not open, and the players have almost no money. 

Even if they only kill 100 trolls, 20 silver coins can be considered a huge sum in the game, and they can 

do many things. Besides, Lu Yang’s goal There are more than 100 trolls to kill. At this stage, Lu Yang is 

able to kill the stranger, which is here. Later, he wants to challenge the challenge. Without better 

equipment, skills, and special items, it is Can’t do it. 

 



After killing for an hour in a row, Lu Yang felt a little tired and watched the night gradually deepen. Lu 

Yang found a place where there was no strangeness to rest. The spear that avoided the troll for a long 

time was not the same Easy things, especially at night. 

 

Open the friends bar, Lu Yang clicked Xiao Liang’s call button. 

 

“Brother, how is it over there.” 

 

In the bug position of the Orc cave hall, Xiao Liang is still brushing the Orc with the group of snake 

venom beads. 

 

“Boss, this place is so cool to kill monsters, I am almost going to level 7.” Xiao Liang said happily. 

 

As soon as Lu Yang’s eyes brightened, he did not expect Xiao Liang’s upgrade speed so fast, saying, 

“Okay brother, this speed is OK.” 

 

More than that, the outside world is messed up. An unknown player suddenly entered the top 10 ranks, 

and then smashed all the leaders of the major unions, such as Black Blood, Twilight, and Hegemony. I 

reached level 7 in a day and sat firmly in the second position on the ranking list. 

 

Players on the World Channel are discussing this. Many players are envious and many are jealous. They 

even went to the game company official to complain about the bug, because the black blood and 

twilight had just reached level 6 and a half, everyone I can’t figure out how the player named Heijia 

Warrior has upgraded ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ It must have used a plug-in. Among the rock caves, Zheng 

Yuan, who had just returned from Level 2 to Level 3, said angrily. 

 

They previously challenged the Level 3 copy, killed five times in a row, and the level dropped back to 

Level 2 50%. 

 

Zhang Zibo said: “This is not necessarily the case.” 

 

“How do you say?” Xia Yuwei asked while playing the monster. 

 



“You noticed just now that when the black armored soldiers quickly upgraded, Lu Yang, who ranked 

first, was also quickly upgraded. I suspect that this black armored soldier knew Lu Yang, and the two 

were upgraded together.” Zhang Zibo said . 

 

“Fuck, do you say that the heads of these two people are broken, even if Lu Yang can’t reach them, this 

black armored warrior has also closed the friend function. Do they not know if they can get a lot of 

money by selling the upgrade method?” Zheng Yuan scolded. 

 

Xia Yuwei said: “There is no way, the masters have some alternatives. Don’t delay your feelings for this 

matter, and strive to upgrade, and our upgrade location is not bad.” 

 

Zhang Zibo and others nodded helplessly. They are now unequipped. If equipped, relying on the 

countless mobs in the cave with only Level 1 and Level 2 monsters, they have risen to Level 4. 

 

Lan Yu looked at Xia Yuwei and others who were talking about Lu Yang. It was strange in her heart, with 

a sense of indescribableness, with such a hint of mystery and throbbing, as if there was a kind of bad 

thing she was doing secretly and afraid to be People find the feeling. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 37 - The first huge sum 

  

“What is he doing?” Lan Yu thought curiously. 

 

In the night troll forest, Lu Yang has recovered and is continuing to kill the trolls. Until the next morning 

in the real world, Lu Yang stopped. 

 

From the Troll Forest back to St. Gall using the city roll, Lu Yang ran to the goblin camp west of the city, 

and Lu Yang found Bissell in the congress hall. 

 



“Man, you’re back, what’s the result?” Bissell was chatting with Saitar and saw Lu Yang coming, and 

immediately came over happily. 

 

Lu Yang took out 200 troll bone chains from his backpack and gave them to Bissell, saying, “A total of 

200 were killed.” 

 

“Oh, brother, you are such a good guy. You are truly a big man. This is 40 silver coins.” Bissell took a bag 

from his waist and gave it to Lu Yang. 

 

System prompt: you get 40 silver coins 

 

Lu Yang was a little excited, 40 silver coins looked very few, but now is the third day of service, when the 

server does not open the game currency and real currency exchange function, the liquidity of a large 

guild is only tens of silver coins, Lu The 40 silver coins in Yang’s hands can do a lot of things. 

 

“I’ll see you again tomorrow.” Lu Yang said goodbye to Bissell, and after leaving the goblin camp, he 

came to the auction house in the eastern part of St. Gall, and he prepared to buy a large number of 

herbs for making anti-toxic drugs. 

 

In Second World, players cannot wear people, that is, players occupy a place, and other people cannot 

walk past him. For this reason, the commercial buildings in Second World are built Very majestic. 

 

The auction house in Dongcheng District is an iconic commercial building. The three-storey auction 

house covers an area of more than 8,000 square meters, and the gate is 50 meters wide. It can 

accommodate 10,000 players at the same time. 

 

At this time, the auction house has been visited by many players, but most of them are living players. 

They collect herbs, animal skins, ores and sell them in the auction house. 

 

In each floor of the lobby, there are many NPCs that can help players auction, and there are devices 

similar to bank ATMs, allowing players to participate in auctions on their own. 

 



Lu Yang found a self-service auctioneer, and first hung the silver-level bows from Woggins on the 

auction house. The lowest price was 50 silver coins, and the highest price was unlimited. Then he chose 

the herbal category and found the roots and dead leaves. Grass and silver leaf, these three herbs are the 

raw materials for making antitoxic agents. 

 

The auction house herbal medicine auctions are generally in groups of 30, and only a few high-end 

herbal medicines are allowed to be auctioned one by one. 

 

He looked at the prices of the herbs and found that the prices of the three herbs were the same. They 

were all a set of 10 copper coins with the highest price and 3 copper coins with the lowest price, which 

surprised him. 

 

I remember that after the players in the previous life gradually got the anti-drug formula from various 

channels, the price of herbal medicines for making anti-drugs went all the way up. At the highest time, a 

group of herbs could sell 1 silver coin. I think the current selling price is so low. 

 

Lu Yang spent 30 silver coins to buy 300 groups of herbs, and then Lu Yang came to the pharmacist 

union. 

 

St. Gall’s Pharmacists’ Union is the largest pharmacist’s union in mankind. It is also located in the eastern 

part of St. Gall’s, on the northeast side of the auction house, covering an area of 5,000 square meters. 

 

Players who want to learn alchemy can only go to the pharmacist union to spend 5 silver coins to learn 

basic alchemy skills. After learning the alchemy skills, they can use various recipes. 

 

At this time, there were only a few players in the lobby on the first floor of the Pharmacist Union. After 

seeing Lu Yang, everyone was arrogant. 

 

On the third day of service, you can come to the pharmacist union to learn alchemy. It must be a 

pharmacist trained by the major unions. 

 

Lu Yang knew that these people would not have any interaction with him in his life, and he was too lazy 

to take care of them, went straight up to the second floor, and chose the ninth room, the master of 

alchemy, Borkens, like his last life. 



 

“Hello sir, I want to learn alchemy.” Lu Yang said respectfully. 

 

Borkens is a middle-aged man around the age of 40 who is standing next to a bookshelf and looking at 

books. He is wearing a purple gold alchemist robe. This color represents his rank, indicating that he is a 

high-ranking Alchemist. 

 

“Boy, you are welcome to learn the advanced technique of alchemy, but if you want to learn, you need 

to pay me 5 silver coins for tuition before I can teach you.” Borkens said. 

 

“Of course.” Lu Yang took out five silver coins and gave them to Borkens. 

 

Borkens took an alchemy elementary skill book from the bookshelf behind him and handed it to Lu Yang. 

“Read it carefully and you will find the true meaning of alchemy.” 

 

Lu Yang took the book and chose to use it. 

 

System Tip: You have Learned Alchemy 

 

Alchemy Proficiency 0/50 

 

This is the highest level that can be achieved by elementary alchemy. If you want to learn intermediate 

alchemy after level 50, you need to pay again. 

 

He took the anti-drug formula from his backpack, and Lu Yang chose to use it again. After a while, the 

anti-drug formula disappeared, but an anti-drug icon appeared in his refining skill bar. 

 

System prompt: you learned to make anti-toxic drugs 

 

“Sir, I want to rent a refining room.” Lu Yang said. 

 



“Of course, one silver coin an hour.” Borkens said. 

 

Lu Yang delivered the silver coins, and Borkens sent him into the pharmacy by magic. 

 

The refining room can increase the refining success rate by 1%, which is very important for many 

ordinary players, but it is not useful for Lu Yang. 

 

He rented the refining room, not the 1% success rate, but the large refining furnace in the refining room 

~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ can make up to 30 bottles of medicine at a time, eliminating the need Bottle by 

bottle making time wasted. 

 

In the official setting of “Second World”, players who want to refining medicine also need to do it by 

themselves, brewing herbs, adding potions, and generating chemical reactions. The average time to 

make a bottle is 5 minutes, and Lu Yang does not have that much time. To go to waste, using pharmacy 

is the best choice. 

 

After igniting the flame under the refining furnace, when the water in the refining furnace boiled, Lu 

Yang took out the root grass, dead leaf grass and silver leaf grass from his backpack and put a group into 

the refining furnace. 

 

It is not easy to make 30 bottles of potion at one time. Ordinary players do not have this ability at all. As 

long as one step in the potion making process is wrong, this bottle of potion will be used up. 

 

However, it ’s hard to beat Lu Yang. As a mage in the last life, he is still a top mage. One of the most 

important required courses is alchemy. In the last life, Lu Yang was a master of alchemy, but this master 

of alchemy was not Lu Yang’s initiative. Learning, but forced by the game. 

 

The mage is a waste of money. Now it ’s okay to enter the dungeon. There is no need to take medicine 

and use high-level potions, but after level 50, the mage player dungeon must bring potions and potions, 

otherwise the spell damage is not enough to kill the boss. 

 

However, a bottle of the mixture was too expensive. At that time, Lu Yang was still a poor boy. In order 

to save money, with the help of several brothers, Lu Yang slowly learned the method of making the 



mixture. Recalling his experience at that time, he felt sad. With a touch of happiness, maybe that’s pure 

friendship. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 38 - Craft potion 

  

“Brothers are waiting for me, and I will come to your rescue soon.” Lu Yang thought while refining his 

medicine. 

 

After 5 minutes, the refining process has entered the final stage. As long as it passes through the cooling 

tube and is poured into the glass bottle, the refining process is complete. 

 

However, glass bottles are purchased for a fee, and a minimum glass bottle is 2 copper coins. 

 

Lu Yang first purchased 30 glass bottles and put them neatly on the table. He took one glass bottle and 

placed it at the exit of the cooling tube. He opened the valve and poured the medicine into the bottle. 

 

The color of the anti-drug is black. The liquid is sticky, and after shaking gently, Lu Yang drinks the whole 

bottle. 

 

System prompt: Your anti-toxic effect has increased by 50 points 

 

Lu Yang shook his fist and he succeeded. This is the effect of the anti-drug. 

 

He was still a little worried that he hadn’t refined this kind of primary medicine for several years in his 

last life, and he succeeded without a single thought. 

 



In this way, the remaining things are much easier to handle. The remaining potions are also put into 

glass bottles. Lu Yang takes out the herbs and continues to refine … 

 

An hour later, Lu Yang refined 3 furnaces of medicinal materials at one time, and made 89 bottles of 

medicine. Looking at the 89 glass bottles neatly arranged on the table, Lu Yang calculated it and 

followed a bottle of antidote 5 For the price of one silver coin, the value of these 89 bottles of medicine 

is more than 4 gold coins. 

 

After leaving the refining room, Lu Yang said goodbye to Bokens and came to the bank of St. Gall. 

 

This bank is the place where “Second World” is for the convenience of players to store gold coins and 

equipment. Each player has a free storage box, but this box can only store 50 items. If you want to 

continue to store, you need new rental storage. box. 

 

However, in the later period, few players will rent a second storage box, because the rental fee for each 

storage box is one gold coin a week. 

 

Open the storage box. The medicine is also a group of 30 medicines. As Lu Yang put the medicine in the 

storage box, he asked Xiao Liang about the situation. He must go offline. 

 

After Xiao Liang got off, Lu Yang also quit the game. 

 

Taking off the helmet, Lu Yang sat up from the bed and had a simple breakfast. He continued to exercise 

according to the plan he made. 

 

Although his body hasn’t fully recovered after yesterday’s exercise, his muscles will feel sore after a little 

strenuous exercise, but Lu Yang still clenches his teeth. 

 

A celebrity from the last century said something like this: Where does freedom come from? From self-

confidence, self-discipline comes from self-discipline. First, learn to restrain yourself and control your 

life with a strict schedule. Only in this self-discipline can you hone your confidence. 

 



Two hours later, Lu Yang’s body reached its limit again. This time, Lu Yang’s muscles became more 

painful. However, Lu Yang felt that his control of the body was getting higher and higher. 

 

Standing strong, Lu Yang moved to the bathroom step by step. After a brief wash, Lu Yang fell asleep on 

the bed. At about 4pm, Lu Yang woke up. 

 

After having dinner, Lu Yang put on his helmet and entered the Second World again. 

 

Just entered the login interface, just as Lu Yang was going to go to the Troll Forest to make money, 

someone in the game chats with Lu Yang by voice. 

 

Open it and find out that it is the old man of the late twilight. He pressed the connection button and did 

not wait for Lu Yang to say. Then he heard the old man laughed loudly. 

 

“Brother, thank you so much.” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “What’s wrong.” 

 

“With your shield this morning, my brother and I have successfully become the first union in the world 

to get a level 3 copy, and have entered the history of” Second World “. You said I was happy.” Said 

excitedly. 

 

Lu Yang is not too surprised. The attributes of the young dragon shield are too strong. It is not too 

difficult for anyone to get a level 3 copy of this shield, not to mention that there are many elite players 

in the old age. 

 

“That’s really congratulations.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“It’s all thanks to you, Brother.” Old Man Chi Wu became more and more excited. This first down copy 

not only gave Old Man Chi Qi a lot of fame, but also brought a large number of players to his union. 

 



The union of 40,000 people had already been recruited, and an additional 20,000 people had joined the 

club overnight. 

 

The old man said, “Brother, I owe you personal feelings. If you have something, you can always look for 

me, and I can never help but quit.” 

 

This time, recruiting gamers, what delighted Twilight most because of the success of the first down, he 

finally negotiated contracts with three top domestic game studios, recruiting all three studios, but he did 

not Tell anyone and let these three unions develop in other cities. 

 

Lu Yang really had the idea to let him return to his friendship, because one of the materials for 

upgrading the Demon Heart was produced in a level 3 copy. He originally wanted to form a team by 

himself. If there is a close copy, The twilight team goes better. 

 

Lu Yang asked, “Is everything ready?” 

 

“Darkness, it’s ready, you’re waiting, I’ll send it to you,” said the old man. 

 

“Okay, I’ll wait for you at the bank.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Okay.” After Xiongba closed the call, he turned around and said to the vice-chairman, “Breeze, go to 

the bank of St. Gall and send Lu Yang the materials he wants ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Okay Boss. “The 

deputy leader Liquor Qingfeng took out the city roll and flew back to the city of St. Gall. 

 

Lu Yang asked the tyrant to prepare 600 pieces of dark silk spider silk for him. So many players’ 

backpacks are not enough, they can only be traded in batches at the bank. 

 

While Lu Yang was standing at the bank door waiting, a team of players came over from a distance. 

 

“Yu Wei and Blue Feather, rest assured, I have bought a set of bronze equipment for the soldiers at a 

high price. This time we have no problem with the copy.” A voice that made Lu Yang familiar but felt 

bored came. 

 



Lu Yang glanced to the side and saw Lan Yu and Xia Yuwei walking together. 

 

Lan Yu also just saw Lu Yang, with a happy expression on her face, and waved, “Master, why are you 

here?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and walked to Lan Yu’s side, and asked, “I want to ask you, too, how did you come 

here?” 

 

Lan Yu said, “We are going to get a copy. This time we bought a whole set of fighter equipment, and the 

defense strength exceeded 71 points. There is absolutely no problem.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “I am very confident.” 

 

“That is of course. We are almost at level 4, and there is absolutely no problem this time.” Lan Yu said. 

 

Xia Yuwei took a look at Lu Yang and said, “This gentleman, I don’t know if you are interested in copying, 

it is better to team up with us.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 39 - Temporary team 

  

Lan Yu’s eyes lightened, and she said, “This idea is good, master. Can you tell the first boss’s clearance 

requirements to prove that you must know the information of this copy, and we are more confident in 

customs clearance.” 

 

“Ghost girl.” Lu Yang said with a smile. 

 



Xia Yuwei also had the same idea. After failing at the first boss of the copy five times in the evening the 

previous night, Xia Yuwei knew that it was not what she could do to pass this copy. 

 

Even if their fighters have enough defense, they can get through the first boss, but what about the next 

two bosses, do they still have to find a way to destroy the team one by one, or wait to find a way to 

clear the customs? Now, let Lan Yu go to Lu Yang again? 

 

So far, the aging man has been the first to get a copy, and other big guilds such as Xiongba have also got 

through the copy. Xia Yuwei has the intention to compete with them. In order not to fall behind too 

much, she can only think of this idea. 

 

Lu Yang said to Xia Yuwei, “Let me go and make a copy with you, but I have two requirements for the 

copy.” 

 

“What requirements?” Xia Yuwei asked. 

 

“First, the team’s command must be me, and second, the mage’s equipment is all given to me, and 

finally the first level of boss Angelo must also be given to me.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Yes.” Xia Yuwei originally had this intention. Since Lu Yang was asked for help, the team command and 

equipment requirements should be met. 

 

Others in the team heard the words but immediately talked about it. Zhang Zibo and the other four 

students were not familiar with Lu Yang. They had to listen to the command of a stranger and all the 

master equipment after the clearance. Several people looked at Lu Yang’s expression. Both are a little 

bad. 

 

“Yu Wei, I don’t agree. Why did we work hard to make a copy, but he wanted all the equipment.” Zheng 

Yuan on the side came over with a strong hostility on his face. 

 

The intimate look of Lan Yu and Lu Yang just now gave him a sense of crisis, and one of the 7 classmates 

was a mage, and it should be his when he came out, but now he wants to put the equipment that should 

belong to him. Give to Lu Yang, Zheng Yuan was already very angry. 

 



Xia Yuwei guessed that Zheng Yuan would do this, and said sorry to Lu Yang: “Can you give me some 

time, I will talk to my team members.” 

 

“Of course you can.” Lu Yang didn’t care, he was waiting for the late people to send him materials. 

 

“It won’t take long, 5 minutes.” Xia Yuwei took Zheng Yuan and others to a quiet place, and said to 

Zheng Yuan and Zhang Zibo, “You believe me, since this person can get so much in the early days. 

Obviously, this person is very likely to be a beta player. Even if he is n’t, he can know the minimum 

requirements for the first boss of the copy. It also shows that he has a certain understanding of this copy 

and let such people lead the team. Is better than us fumbled. “ 

 

Zhang Zibo and others also understand that when they saw Lu Yang selling equipment before, they knew 

that this person had a great chance of being a beta player. If they were ordinary players, the probability 

of having such luck was too low. 

 

I didn’t agree immediately before, but I just did it. On the one hand, I showed it to Lu Yang, on the other 

hand, I showed it to Zheng Yuan. I knew that Zheng Yuan was a mage. 

 

Zheng Yuan is not a fool and understands this, but he just doesn’t want to let Lu Yang enter the group. 

 

“No, I just don’t agree with it anyway.” Zheng Yuan said. 

 

Xia Yuwei frowned suddenly and said, “Zheng Yuan, I think you are a reasonable person. It is good for all 

of us to join Lu Yang. Although he has to take all the mage equipment produced by the copy, but after 

that, We can accompany you, it’s so decided, I don’t want anything that will affect the team. “ 

 

Zheng Yuan looked at Xia Yuwei’s angry expression, and he was afraid to say any more, so he muttered, 

“I’ll see if he has that ability. If he doesn’t, how can I pack him?” 

 

Xia Yuwei didn’t speak, and took the team back to the bank gate to find Lu Yang. 

 

At this point, Lu Yang had already seen the spirit breeze, and the two were trading in the bank. 

 



“The mission is completed.” Liquor Qingfeng said happily, and it was also a very troublesome thing to 

trade 600 sets of dark silk. 

 

“Thank you,” Lu Yang said. 

 

“You’re welcome. In fact, we would also like to thank you brothers. Thank you for giving us the shield in 

advance, otherwise we would never be able to grab the first pass and get so many rewards.” Liquor 

Qingfeng said happily. 

 

“Oh, it looks like you got a lot of equipment.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Hey, I’m lucky, this time when the copy burst out, the equipment is almost all anti-war.” Liquor 

Qingfeng said. 

 

“How much is your defense?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“It’s about 102 o’clock,” said Liquor Breeze. 

 

Forget about Lu Yang, there should be no problem with this defensive force over the expert copy. 

 

Exactly this time Xia Yuwei came over and said to Lu Yang: “My men have agreed, and we can download 

a copy.” 

 

Liquor Qingfeng said, “You still have something? Then you talk first, I won’t bother.” 

 

Lu Yang saw the breeze of spirits going away, and said, “Wait, don’t worry, I’ll say a few words to your 

boss ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Signaling that the spirits breeze and Xia Yuwei and others wait, he is in the 

game Called the old man at the twilight. 

 

“Brother, what’s the matter with me?” The old man Chi Wu was recruiting himself in front of the union 

door. At the beginning of the game, in order to fight against the world, he also had to look like a close 

friend. 



 

Lu Yang said, “I want to ask you a favor, are you free?” 

 

“Yes, you said.” The old man was trying to return Lu Yang’s favor. 

 

Lu Yang said, “I’m going to the next level 3 copy. Could you lend me your vice chairman?” 

 

“No problem, it doesn’t matter who I am. I can find some elites in the gang to accompany you.” The old 

man said. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Zheng Yuan and others in Xia Yuwei’s team and said, “This is not necessarily true. If 

there is a need, I will definitely look for you again.” 

 

Ending the call, Lu Yang said to the spirits Qingfeng: “I said to your boss, let me borrow a while and help 

us make a copy.” 

 

Liquor Qingfeng has received the news of the old man in the twilight, and said boldly, “No problem.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at Xia Yuwei. 

 

Xia Yuwei said: “We have no problem here, we can start a group at any time.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Don’t worry, I’ll start the group first. After you join my team, report the data one by one. 

By the way, I’ll ask the individual to come over so that the copy can be played.” 

 

Chapter 40 - I am Lu Yang 

  

“What?” Zheng Yuan said with a stare in his eyes. “You still need to bring someone. Who do you want to 

bring?” 

 



Lu Yang asked, “Is there anything wrong?” 

 

“Of course there is a problem. The mage’s equipment has been given to you. Why do you have to bring 

people? You are our team to work for you, right?” Zheng Yuan pointed to Luyang Yang. 

 

“Yeah, don’t bring it if it’s a trumpet. There are 24 people on our side. They want to get a copy.” 

 

“You can’t do this as a team leader. We have to upgrade.” 

 

… 

 

The other people in Xia Yuwei’s team immediately coaxed out. These people were hired players who 

looked at Zheng Yuan’s eyes. 

 

“You’re overdone.” Liquor Qingfeng knew Lu Yang’s identity, and even knew that Muxi wanted to pull 

him into the club. Seeing this situation, he immediately stepped forward to blame Lu Yang. 

 

But before he finished speaking, Lu Yang patted the shoulder of Qing Lie Qingfeng with his hand and 

motioned him not to be impulsive. 

 

Liquor Qingfeng looked at Lu Yang a bit confused, he did not understand why Lu Yang did not let him 

continue. 

 

“Master, if you need someone, my boss said, you can always send a union elite group to come with you 

to make a copy, let’s take care of these people.” Lie Qingfeng secretly sent a message to Lu Yang, he did 

not want to disclose Xia Yuwei and others themselves are the vice chairman of the twilight union. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t want to take Zheng Yuan with them. If it wasn’t for Lan Yu, Lu Yang had already let the 

late union elite group go with him. It would be much easier to make copies. There are no such messy 

things, but in order to help Lan Yu’s last life His closest younger sister, Lu Yang, could only bear it. 

 



“Don’t worry, I’ll take a look again.” Lu Yang replied to the spirits breeze, turned to look at Xia Yuwei, 

with a question in his eyes. 

 

Xia Yuwei was immediately embarrassed, turning her head to glaring at Zheng Yuan and saying, “Shut 

up, can you give me a shame?” 

 

“Me, what’s wrong with me,” Zheng Yuan argued. 

 

“What do you say.” Xia Yuwei’s eyes became cold. 

 

“Okay, okay, I recognize it.” Zheng Yuan froze suddenly, and didn’t dare to continue. 

 

Xia Yuwei’s face eased a little later, and she turned her head and glanced at the others. The men who 

had just agreed to Zheng Yuan just shut up. 

 

“From now on, Lu Yang is the captain of this team. Whoever doesn’t agree with him just doesn’t agree 

with me. Hear no.” Xia Yuwei said loudly. 

 

“Okay, we obey everything.” Zhang Zibo and others answered. 

 

“Oh.” Zheng Yuan gave a weak reply, but murmured still in his mouth, “Look what the man he brought is 

what, if there is no strength, I will never let him go.” 

 

Xia Yuwei didn’t bother to deal with Zheng Yuan and turned to Lu Yang. “I’m sorry to let you see the 

joke. Please let your friends come. I have no problem here. If we need equipment, we can also give it to 

him.” 

 

Lan Yu also came to Lu Yang’s side, squinting his mouth and saying, “Master, you won’t be angry.” 

 

Lu Yangxin said, if it wasn’t for your face, I would have left, these people would not even be qualified to 

see him right. 

 



“How come, wait for me, I call my friend.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Opening the intercom, Lu Yang said, “How many levels?” Xiao Liang, who is already online and killing 

half-orcs in the cave hall, said. 

 

Xiao Liang looked at the half-orc who was killed again by him and said, “Boss, I’m level 8.” 

 

“How about the equipment?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“I can’t think of half-orcs dropping Level 8 equipment. I’ve got a set, but all are whiteboards.” Xiao Liang 

said. 

 

In the setting of “Second World”, the strange equipment on the world map and the dropped equipment 

levels are interval, which is about 8 levels. 

 

“Report the data,” Chen Nuo said. 

 

“Blood 576, defense 109.” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Yang figured it out, there should be no problem with this data in the case of a shield wall against 

hidden bosses. 

 

“Come back to the city and come to the bank and follow me to the next copy.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Right soon.” Xiao Liang said nothing, and flew back to the city of St. Gall using the back to the city roll. 

 

The distance from St. Gall’s square to the bank of Dongcheng District is only one minute away, and Lu 

Yang soon saw Xiao Liang running from a distance. 

 

“Boss, I’m here.” Xiao Liang shouted loudly when he saw Lu Yang far away. 



 

Lu Yang beckoned with a smile. 

 

When Zheng Yuan and others saw Xiao Liang’s tone of speech, they knew that this was a person who 

could not bear it. The person who had the ability would not call the boss first, and the second would not 

use this tone. 

 

“Sure enough, it is an experience and equipment.” Zheng Yuan said unhappyly. 

 

The faces of Zhang Zibo and others were also awkward, and everyone in the team looked unhappy. 

 

When the atmosphere at the scene became a little weird, Lan Yu suddenly asked, “Master, what’s your 

friend’s name?” 

 

Lu Yang made a slight arc in the corner of his mouth and said with a smirk expression, “Why ask his 

name?” 

 

Yesterday, when they were fighting, Lan Yu heard Zhang Zibo’s analysis of Lu Yang and the Black 

Armored Warrior. Lu Yang knew him. This is the mage in front of him. Then the person called by Lu Yang 

had a great chance. It is a black armored warrior. Now she sees Lu Yang’s expression, she knows that she 

should be right. 

 

“I knew you were doing bad things,” Lan Yu said, looking at Lu Yang with her beautiful big eyes. 

 

Lu Yang shrugged his shoulders and said, “Nowhere.” 

 

“Then tell me his name,” Lan Yu asked. 

 

Xia Yuwei was curious as to why Lan Yu asked this. Zheng Yuan, Zhang Zibo, and others also looked at 

them curiously. They knew that Lan Yu was not such a lot of people. 

 



Lu Yang saw that everyone was watching him, knowing that he no longer had to hide it, and he was too 

lazy to play as a pig, and thought to himself: This pig-eating tiger is really not capable of ordinary people. 

, I won’t do that in the future. 

 

“Boss, I’m here.” Xiao Liang just ran to Lu Yang’s side. 

 

Lu Yang patted Xiao Liang’s shoulder, and said, “Come, let me introduce you. They asked me who you 

are.” 

 

Xiao Liang looked at the more than 20 pairs of eyes staring at him in front of him. Xiao Liang, who had 

never been so much concerned, suddenly flushed and scratched his head. 

 

Xia Yuwei, Zhang Zibo and others were stunned, Zheng Yuan’s eyes widened incredibly. 

 

“Are you a black armored warrior?” Xia Yuwei asked. 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“The black armored soldier in the second ranking?” Zhang Zibo asked again. 

 

“Yeah.” Xiao Liang felt strange to these people. 

 

“Yeah!” The expression of strong spirits Qingfeng Zheng Yuan and others couldn’t help it, covering his 

mouth and holding on to the side was very hard, looking at Lu Yang’s eyes with surprise and admiration. 

 

Lan Yu hit Lu Yang’s chest with a fist in an “anger” and said, “You are a bad guy.” 

 

Xia Yuwei, Zhang Zibo and others immediately reacted and looked at Lu Yang at the same time. 

 

“If he is a black armored warrior, then you are … Lu Yang?” Xia Yuwei felt very dry in her mouth and 

could not help but swallow. 



 

Lu Yang said, “Yes, I am Lu Yang.” 

 


